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ION 

 
 

[OR CONCERING THE ILIAD , VALIDATIVE] 

                                                               
 

The Persons of The Dialogue : Socrates , Ion 

                                                
 

 

Socrates: Welcome , Ion .  From what places have you now come to pay us this visit ?  

                                                   

Or have you come from your native city of Ephesus ? 

                                                    

Ion: Not at all , O Socrates , but from Epidaurus , from the festivities of Asclepius . 

                                   

Soc: Do the Epidaurians also hold contests of rhapsodes in honor to The God ? 

                                      

Ion: Very much so ; and indeed of every other kind of Music . 

                                             

Soc: What then ? Were you one of our competitors ? And how well did you compete ? 

                                                                   

Ion: We took first place among the contestants , O Socrates . 

                       

Soc: Well done ! Surely then , we must go on in such a way and win at The Panathenaea . 

b                                                

Ion: Then it will be so , if God wills it .  

    ’         

Soc: And I most certainly often envy , That Art , of you rhapsodes , O Ion ; for on the one hand ,  

                        

your person must always be adorned with fine clothes , and at the same time to look as beautiful  

                                        

as you can is also part of your Art .  And on the other hand , at the same time you are obliged to spend  

                                                                                          − 

your time in the company of many other Good poets; and most especially in that of Homer, who is the  

−                            

Best and Most Divine of the poets; and to learn to understand his Mind , and not only   

c                 

his verses , is quite enviable .  For no one can ever become a good rhapsode , if they do not   

                                 

understand the meaning of the poet .        For the rhapsode must become the messenger of the mind    

                

of the poet to his audience . But to do this is impossible , unless he Recognizes Correctly what the poet   

                   

means . Therefore all this is quite properly to be envied . 

                          

Ion: What you say is true , O Socrates ; Surely then , for me , this aspect has turned out to be the most  
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laborious part of the art ; and I believe I am better qualified to speak about Homer than anyone at all ;  

                                               

so that neither Metrodoros of Lampsakenos, nor Stesimbrotos of Thasios , nor Glaucon , nor    

d             

anyone else who ever was born , could speak as many and as fine thoughts  

              

about Homer as I can .  

     . 

Soc: What you say is Good , O Ion ; for it is clear that you will not refuse me a demonstration . 

                                                         

Ion: And it is most certainly worth hearing , O Socrates , how well I have adorned Homer .  

                                         

So that I think that I deserve to be crowned by the Homeric Society with their golden crown . 

                                   

Soc: And I will certainly still make some leisure to hear you , but now , just answer me the following ; 

                

whether you are also skilled in Hesiod and Archilochos , or solely in Homer ? 

                

Ion: Not at all , but solely in Homer ; for to me , he appears to be enough . 

                 

Soc: But is there something about which both Homer and Hesiod say the same thing ? 

                                                 

Ion: As far as I am concerned , I believe there are many .  

                                                      

Soc: Therefore , in regards to these matters , can you explain/ interpret better  

                                            

that which Homer says , or that which Hesiod says ?  

                                      

Ion: I can indeed interpret them in a similar way , O Socrates , where they speak about the same things . 

                                                          

Soc: But then , what about when they do not say the same things ?   For example , both Homer and 

b                                                                      

Hesiod have something to say about divination . 

                            

Ion: Very much so . (  .) 

Soc: What then ? Would you or a good diviner/seer/prophet better interpret/explain that about which   

                             

these poets say about divination ; about both those things that are alike , and those that are different ? 

                                                         

Ion: A diviner . ( .) 

Soc: Then if you were a diviner , would you not , be able to explain both how their statements  

                                        ’       

are similar , as well as to know how to explain how their statements differ  ? 

                 

Ion: That is clear . (  .) 

Soc: How then do you come to have this skill about Homer only , but not about Hesiod , nor the   

c                                            

other poets ?          Or does Homer speak about those very themes about which all other poets speak ?  
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Does he not discuss in detail everything pertaining to war and about the interaction of human beings  

                                                   

with each other , good and bad , privately and publicly , and also of The Communion of The Gods    

                

with one another and with human beings , how they carry on , and about what happens in Heaven and  

                   

about what happens in Hades , and about the generation of Gods and Heroes ?  Are these not ,   

                                               

the themes about which Homer made his poetry ? 

d                   

Ion: What you say is true , O Socrates .  

                   . 

Soc: What then of the other poets ? Did they not speak about the same themes ? 

                                                    

Ion: Yes , O Socrates ; but they did not make poetry in the same way as Homer . 

              ’                    

Soc: What then ?  In a worse way ? 

                                

Ion: Very much so . (  .)     

Soc: But Homer in a Better way ? 

                     

Ion: Of course he is better , by Zeus ! 

                       

Soc: Is it not so , O dear astute Ion , that when many people are having a discussion about arithmetic    

                                                      

and someone speaks  best , without a doubt , there is one who recognizes the one who speaks Well ?  

                                                                            

Ion: I should say so . ( .) 

Soc: Then will it be the same person , who can also pick out those who speak badly , or another person ?  

e                                                 

Ion:  The same one , without a doubt . 

                                 

Soc: Is it not so then , that this person is the one who possesses The Art of Arithmetic ? 

                                                     

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: What then ?  When many people are having a discussion about what kind of food is Wholesome ,  

               ’                                                  

and someone speaks Best , will the one who recognizes that the best speaker speaks best, be one person,  

                       

whereas the one who recognizes that the worse speaker speaks worse , be another person , or will it be  

                                                                                               

the same person  ? 

          

Ion: It is clear beyond a doubt , that it is the same person . 

                                                     

Soc: Who is this person ?  What name belongs to Self ? 

                                               

Ion: Physician/doctor/healer . 

                             . 
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Soc: Is it not generally so then , that we say that the same person will always recognize , the one who  

                                                            

speaks Well and also the one who speaks badly , when many people are having a discussion about   

                                                                             

the same subjects , or else , if they do not know the one who speaks badly , then it is indeed clear that   

                                                             

they will neither know the one who speaks Well , about the same subject .  

                                                                        

Ion: This is so . (.) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that the same person has come to be skilful in both ? 

                                        

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that you say that both Homer and the other poets  -among which are included  

                                                

Hesiod and Archilochos-   indeed speak about the same subjects , although not in the same way ;  

                            ’              

since the one speaks Well , while the other speaks worse ? 

                                           

Ion: And what I say is true . 

                    

Soc: Is it not so then , that if indeed you recognize the one who speaks Well , then you will also  

b                                                               

recognize those who speak worse because they speak worse ? 

           

Ion: That is very likely . (  .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , O Excellent One , that if we say that Ion is equally Skilled in Homer and     

                                       

also in the other poets , then we shall not miss the mark , seeing that Self  indeed acknowledges that   

                                     

the same person will be a sufficient judge , of all those who speak about the same subjects , since  

                                  

almost all of the poets make their poetry on the same subjects . 

                           

Ion: What ever then , O Socrates , is the reason that I am unable to offer up my mind , nor can I  

                                  

put together a speech that is worth anything , when any one speaks on the one hand , of any other poet ,  

c                     

but I just simply go to asleep , whereas on the other hand , whenever anything is brought to mind about 

’                                                                                 

Homer , then I wake up at once , and I offer up my mind and I have plenty to say ? 

                    

Soc:  The reason , O companion , is indeed not difficult to guess . Since it is clear to everyone , that thou  

                                                            

is not able to speak about Homer by Art and Knowledge .  For if you were enabled by Art , then thou   

                               

would have also been able to speak about all the other poets ; for there is , I suppose , an Art of Poetry 

     ’                    

as a Whole . Or is this not so ? 
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Ion: Yes it is so .( .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that whenever anyone Grasps any other Art as a Whole , the same way  

                                 

of investigation holds true for all the other Arts ?    What do I mean by this ?    Do you need some  

                                                 

explanation from me , O Ion ?  

                 

Ion: Yes , by Zeus , I do indeed , O Socrates , for I enjoy listening to you wise men . 

           ’                 

Soc: I do wish that what you say were true , O Ion . But on the one hand , you rhapsodes and actors ,   

                               

and those whose verses you sing , are wise , whereas on the other hand , I am none other , than one  

                                                    

who speaks The Truth ; just like a common human being . And since in regard to this question which  

e                                              

I just now asked thee , observe what a trifling and typical thing it is and which I said that any person  

                                  

may Know ; that whenever anyone grasps any Art as a Whole , the enquiry is of Self .  

                                          

Suppose that we take painting for our enquiry ; for there is an Art of the Whole of painting ; 

                                                       

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that there are and have also been many painters that are both Good and bad ? 

                                              

Ion: Very much so .(  .) 

Soc: Therefore , do you know anyone who is , on the one hand , Skilful in unfolding/revealing/showing 

                                                          

that which Polygnotos the son of Aglaophontos painted Well , and also that which was not , while on the  

                                                         

other hand , they are incapable when it involves the other painters ?   And on the one hand , whenever   

                                                                     

the works of the other painters is displayed , they go to sleep and are at a loss , and have nothing   

                     

to offer , while on the other hand , whenever they had to reveal their thought about Polygnotos of the  

                                           

painters they like , other than that one only , woke up and offered up their mind and had plenty to say ? 

                   

Ion: No by Zeus , not ever at all . 

                  

Soc: What next ? Do you know anyone in sculpture , on the one hand , who is Skilful in explaining    

                   ’                      

which creations were created Well by Daedalos the son of Metionos , or by Epeios the son of Panopeos ,   

b                                              

or by Theodoros of Samos , or by any other single sculptor ; whereas on the other hand , when it comes   

                                            

to the works of the other sculptors , they are at a loss and go to sleep , having nothing to say ? 

                   

Ion: No by Zeus , I have never seen such a person . 
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Soc: Then certainly , as I indeed suspect , nor have you ever known anyone among the flutists nor   

                    ’     ’ ’                    

indeed among the harpists nor among singers to the harp nor among the rhapsodes , who was Skilful   

                                                    

on the one hand , in explaining/unfolding/illustrating Olympos or Thamyros or Orpheus or Phemios the    

c                                

rhapsode of Ithaca , but on the other hand , was at a loss when it came to explain Ion of Ephesus ,  

                                                                      

and had nothing to offer , concerning what he recites Well , and what he does not .   

                                              

Ion: I cannot contradict this that you say , O Socrates .   But I am well-aware of this about myself ;   

d          ’               

that of all human beings I speak best and all the other rhapsodes say that I speak well and have plenty  

         ’                        

to say about Homer , but not about the others .  So now , see if you can tell why this is so . 

                                                

Soc: And I do see , O Ion ; and I am indeed going to reveal to you in which way this appears to be    

                                                    

to me . For on the one hand , this is not an Art by means of which you speak Well about Homer ,     

                                               

which I was just now saying , whereas on the other hand , a Divine Power , surely moves you , just as  

                                                                                     

in the stone , which Euripides on the one hand , calls a Magnet , whereas the many call it Heraclean .  

                                          

For This Very Stone not only attracts/leads-up/draws-up these iron rings , but It also imparts to those 

e                

rings , this very same power to do that which the stone does ; to empower them in turn to attract other  

        ’     

rings , so that sometimes , a very long chain of iron rings are suspended from each other . Therefore ,    

 ’                

all of them depend upon the power from That Stone .          Thus , so also , on the one hand ,The Muse  

                                     

Self moves those who are Inspired ; while on the other hand , through these Inspired ones , others  

                                                                             

are Inspired and are Suspended in a chain .  For all those who are Good Epic poets , are also said   

                    

to compose all their beautiful poems not by Art , but by being Inspired and Possessed . The same holds         

        ’       

534 true for the Good Lyric poets , for just as the Corybants dance when they are out of their mind ,    

                           

so also , the Lyric poets are out of their mind when they compose their beautiful melodies , since  

                            ’ 

whenever they embark into their Harmony and into their Rhythm , they become Frantic and Possessed ;   

                            

just as the Bacchants draw milk and honey from the rivers , since they are possessed out of their minds ,    

                

And the soul of the lyric poets also does this , as they themselves say .     For surely then , they say that   
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just like , honey-bees bring their honey to us , so also , do they wing their way to us from certain   

                

Gardens and Dells of The Muses and from Their Honeyed Fountains they refine their Honeyed-Songs . 

b                          

And what they say is True . For the poet is an Ethereal and Winged and Holy creature , but before that   

                         

time , they are unable to create , until they are Inspired and are out of their mind and are no longer  

                                                            

in possession of their Self Intellect . But as long as they are in possession of this , every human being , is  

                             ’                              

also unable to chant Oracles/Prophesy . Then seeing that the many and Noble words which poets speak    

                                                 

about human transactions , are not created by Art , but by Divine Dispensation ; just as you speak about  

c                                    

Homer . Therefore , the only poetry that each poet is able to compose/create/make Well ,  is that which    

                                                                       

Their Muse has impelled them to make ; thus one of them will make hymns of praise , while another   

                                                                                            

makes choral hymns , and another dithyrambic , and another iambic , and yet another epic verses . But  

                               ’               ’                          ’ 

in every other kind , each of them is a failure .  For it is not by Art that they speak these verses , but by a 

                                              

Divine Power . For if they Knew how to speak Well about One Art , then they would have also Known   

                                    

how to speak Well about all the others .         Therefore God takes away their Intellect , to Use them  

                                

as His Servants , and as His Oracles and as His Divine Seers , in order that those of us who hear   

d                 

may know , that those who thus speak these very precious words , are those whose Mind is not present ,  

                          

but that God Himself is The One who Speaks , so that He is conversing with us through them .  Thus ,  

’                                                 

Tunnichos the Chalcidian presents a great proof of This Logos ; who on the one hand , never composed   

                                  ’  

any poem , that anyone would care to remember , while on the other hand , the Song of Praise to Apollo  

                                                            

which everyone sings , is very near the most beautiful of all the lyric songs , and is simply , just as Self   

                                         

says , “An Invention from The Muses”.   For it most surely appears to me , so that we may not doubt ,   

  ”            ” .                                  

that in this way , God would reveal to us , that these beautiful poems are not of human-kind ,  

e                   

nor of human beings , but are Divine and of The Gods ; and thus,  the poets are nothing else than the  

                                                ’    

Conduits/Messengers of The Gods , being possessed by whatever God each of them may be possessed .   

                                                                

By this design , God Revealed that the very best of songs was sent , through the very worst of poets .     
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Or do I not appear to you to speak The Truth  , O Ion ? 

                              

Ion: Yes by Zeus , as far as I am concerned ; for The Logos’ somehow touch my soul , O Socrates , and 

                                      

it seems to me that the Good poets articulate These Logos of The Gods to us by Divine Dispensation .  

                           

Soc: Is it not so then , that you rhapsodes are in turn the messengers of the poets ? 

                                     

Ion: And this that you say is true . 

                

Soc: Is it not so then , that you are the messengers of messengers ? 

                                            

Ion: Entirely so indeed ! (  .) 

Soc: Then thou can tell me the following , O Ion , and do not hide what I am going to ask thee ;  

b                                                

When you speak your verses Well , and astound/amaze the spectators most , either when you sing how  

                                              

Odysseus leaps-forth upon the threshold , and reveals himself to the suitors and spreads his  

               

arrows at his feet, or when you sing of Achilles rushing upon Hector, or about any of the sorrows of  

                    

Andromache or of Hecuba or of Priam . At that time are thou in possession of thine Mind , or are thou  

                                       

outside Thyself , and does thine soul seem to be in ecstasy and present among those affairs of which  

c                 

you are speaking , whether they are in Ithaca or in Troy or wherever the epic scene may happen to be ? 

                                                                    

Ion: How very clear to me , O Socrates , is this proof of which you speak . For I confess to thee without   

                                                      

covering it up . For whenever I speak of any sorrow , my eyes are filled-full of tears ,  

                 

and when I speak of any fear or terror , my hair stands straight-up and my heart throbs out of fear . 

                                 

Soc: Why then ? Are we to say , O Ion , that at the time when such a man at a sacrifice or a festival ,   

d                           ’        

who is elaborately dressed in decorous attire and golden crowns , weeps , while none of this finery   

                       

has been lost , or is terrified in the presence of more than twenty thousand friendly human beings .   

                                  

Is he in possession of his Mind , when no one robs or wrongs him ? 

                           

Ion: No by Zeus , O Socrates , not at all , if I am to speak the very truth . 

                     

Soc: Then do you know that these same effects are also produced on the majority of your spectators ? 

                                              

Ion:   I know it and very well !   For I look over each of Selves from the stage above , and  

e                

look upon their faces that are weeping or fearful or astonished at the words I say .  For I must also  
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pay close attention to them ; because if , on the one hand , I make them cry , then I myself shall laugh ,  

 ’                  

at the silver I shall take-in , whereas on the other hand ,  if I make them laugh , then Self shall cry ,   

                                                                    

at the silver I shall lose . 

  .  

Soc: Then do you know that the spectator is the last of those rings , which I described as receiving   

                    

the power of the Heraclean stone from one another ?  Therefore , you , the rhapsode and the actor are  

      ’          

the middle rings , but the self poet is the first ring . Therefore , God draws the human soul by means    

                                

of all these rings wherever He may will , by suspending the power from each other .    And just like   

                 

there is a vast chain of suspended rings who hang from the side of that stone ,   

            

so also are there dancers and teachers and teachers-aides who are suspended from The Muse .  And so ,   

                               

one of the poets is suspended from one Muse , while another poet is suspended from another Muse ,   

                                                                  

by whom we say Self is so possessed ; for it is much like that ; for they are held/kept/lead/borne .    

b                                           

Thus from these first rings , the poets , others in turn , are suspended and inspired   

                

by others ; some on the one hand , from Orpheus , while others are suspended from Musaeus ; but the  

                                                                                     

multitude are possessed and held by Homer .  Of whom you , O Ion , are one , and are possessed by  

                                   

Homer ; and on the one hand , whenever anyone sings the words of another poet , you go to sleep  and  

                                                      

are at a loss of what to say , whereas on the other hand , whenever anyone recites a verse of this poet ,  

                                                      

you immediately wake up and thine soul dances , and you are Well-provided with what to say ; for   

c                                       

it is not by Art nor by Knowledge that you say what you say about Homer , but by Divine Dispensation  

         ’                                          

and by possession ; just as the Corybants keenly perceive only that melody , which  

                  

belongs to The God by whom they are possessed , and are Well-provided with gestures and utterances 

for                               

for that melody , but pay no mind to any other . So also with thee , O Ion , when , on the one hand ,  

                       

anyone speaks about Homer , you are a Wealth of information , but about the others , you are at a loss .   

                                                            

Then this is the cause , about which you ask me , why on the one hand , thou has plenty to say about  

d ’        ’   ’                                        

Homer , while on the other hand , you have nothing to say about the others ; because your Skill 
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in praising Homer does not arise by Art but by Divine Dispensation . 

                            

Ion: On the one hand , you speak well , O Socrates ; and yet , I shall be surprised if you could thus  

                                        ’                          

speak well enough , to persuade me , that I praise Homer by being possessed and by being mad .  

                          

Thus , I believe that if thou heard me speaking about Homer , that thou would not think so . 

                              ’    

Soc: And I am certainly indeed willing to listen , but , not until you have answered me the following ;  

e                                       

Of which specific topic/theme/subject that Homer speaks about , do you speak Well ?   

                                                                                   

For without a doubt , you do not indeed speak Well about everything . 

                                                                

Ion: I assure you , O Socrates , I speak well about everything , without any exception . 

                                                               

Soc: Surely not those topics , about which you do not happen to know , but about which Homer speaks .  

                                                

on: And what are these topics that Homer speaks about , but about which I do not know ? 

                                                       

Soc: But does not Homer often speak and in many places about the Arts ? Such as about charioteering−  

a                 − 

if I can remember the verses , I will repeat them to thee . 

                                 

Ion: Then I will repeat them , for I have them memorized . 

         ’                               

Soc: Tell me then , what Nestor says to his son Antilochos , where he advices him to be careful  

                                        

around the turning-post during the horse-race in honor of Patroclos . 

                           

Ion: He says :  “and then lean over in your polished chariot , slightly to the left of them , and then call  

                 ’’     

the horse on the right and urge him on ; and slacken your hands on his reins .   Then , let the horse   

b                                                      

on the left draw near to the turning-post , so that the nave of the well-made wheel may indeed appear  

                                

to come to the edge of it ; and yet avoid grazing the stone” . 

                ’        

Soc: That is enough .  Then , O Ion , will the physician or the charioteer , better Know  

                                                          

whether Homer speaks Correctly or not , in these verses ? 

           

Ion: The charioteer , without a doubt . 

                                 

Soc: Because he possesses this Art , or for some other reason ? 

c              ’       

Ion: No , but because this is his art . 
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Soc: Is it not so then , that each of the Arts is appointed by a certain God to Know a specific Function ? 

                                

For that which we Know by the Art of the pilot , we will not also Know by the Art of the healer . 

                                       

Ion: No , not at all . (  .) 

Soc: Nor indeed that which we know by the Art of the healer ,  

                                                            

can we also know by the Art of the carpenter . 

                                               

Ion: No , not at all . (  .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that this is also the case for all the Arts ; for that which we Know by one Art ,   

d                                  

we do not Know with the other ? But before we go on , let me ask you this following question .   

                                           

Do you say , that one Art is of one certain Function , while another is of another certain Function ? 

                               ’                           

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , do you distinguish in this way , just as I do , that when one Knowledge  

                                                           

performs one Kind of Function , while another Knowledge performs another Kind of Function ,   

                             ’                                                                       

and in this way , I call one Art by one name , but the other Art by another name .    

                                              

Ion: Yes . ( .)        

Soc: For I suppose , that if the Functions of Knowledge were somehow the same , then how could    

e                                                          

we say that one was one Kind , but another was another Kind , when you would indeed know   

       ’                                             

the same things from both ? Just as I Know that these are five fingers , and thou also   

     ’                   

Know the same thing about these fingers , just as I do . And if I were to ask thee , whether thou and I ,   

                                 

if we Know the same conclusions by the same Art of Arithmetic , or another , you would acknowledge 

                                         

without a doubt that it was by the same Art .  

                                       

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Now then , tell me that which I was going to ask you just now , whether it appears to thee , that 

                                                  

this is so for all the Arts ?     That on the one hand , it is necessary that we must Know the same things 

                                          

by the same Art , whereas on the other hand , not the same things , by another Art , for if indeed it is  

                       ’                                                 ’   

another Art , then we must necessarily also Know different things ? 

                                       

Ion: It appears to me in this way , O Socrates. 

                                

Soc: Is it not so then , that whoever does not have a certain Art , 
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will not be able to Know/Recognize the things that are said or done Well in that Art ? 

   ’             

 Ion: What you say is true .   

b         . 

Soc: Therefore , in regards to the verses which you quoted , would you or the charioteer 

                                                                      

Know Better whether Homer speaks Well or not ? 

           

Ion: The charioteer . ( .) 

Soc: Doubtless because you are a rhapsode , but not a charioteer . 

                                      ’      

Ion: Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Since the Art of the rhapsode is different from that of the charioteer ? 

                                        

Ion: Yes .( .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , if the Art is different , then it is also a Knowledge about different Functions .  

                                                                      

Ion: Yes . ( .)        

Soc: So then , what about the passage when Homer says that , Hecamede , the young girl of Nestor ,   

c                                                   

gives to the wounded Machaon a potion to drink ? And says something like this ; “Into Pramnian wine ,   

                       

he says , she then grated goat milk cheese with a grater of bronze , then she also grated some onion ,   

       ’                                                              

which adds seasoning to the drink” .  Would the Art of reciting or the Art of healing Correctly Diagnose  

                                                                      

whether Homer does speak these verses Well or not ?   

            

Ion: The art of healing . ( )                     

Soc: What about when Homer says , “Thus She dove into the deep much like a lead weight ; which has  

d                             

also been set in the horn of ox that roams the fields , in a rush to bring mischief to the ravenous fish”.  

        ’                        ’   

Are we to say whether it belongs to the Art of the fisherman rather than to the Art of the rhapsode  

                                                  

to decide , what he means by this , and whether these lines are spoken Well or not ? 

                                                             

Ion: Surely then it is clear , O Socrates , that it is the art of the fisherman . 

                                                

Soc: Surely then consider , if you were the questioner , and were to ask me : “Now then , O Socrates ,    

                                                               ”        

seeing that you find that which is Proper for each of these Arts to Distinguish/Define/Discern in Homer ,  

e                            

come along and find for me that which is Proper for Self to be Distinguished by the diviner/prophet and   

          ’       

the prophetic Art , whether they are Well or badly composed”. Then you will see , how readily and  

                             ” -                          

truly I shall answer thee .  For on the one hand , in many places , especially in the Odyssey he says ,    
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such as that which Theoclymenos the prophet of the house of Melampos says to the suitors :  

                            

“Wretched spirits ! What mischief is this that befalls you ? On the one hand , your heads and faces and    

                                                   

limbs are shrouded beneath the darkness of Night ; whereas on the other hand , the cry of lamentation  

                                                                                                       

blazes forth , while your cheeks are wet with tears . The vestibule is full , and so is the courtyard full   

                                                   

of phantoms descending under the darkness of Erebus ; since their Sun has been abolished from Heaven,  

                                                   

and now an evil mist spreads abroad” .   Then there are also many places in the Iliad ; such as during the  

b ’                                                    

battle at the palisade , for there he also says :     “For when they were eager to cross , a bird-omen came  

                               

to them; a soaring eagle , skirting/pressing them on their left , bearing a blood-red , prodigious snake   

c        ’        

in his talons , still living and struggling ; nor yet forgetful of the joy of battle . For he struck his captor  

     ’                           

on the breast by the throat by bending backwards , then the eagle in the throes of pain , hurled it from 

              ’                   ’    

him to the ground , into the middle of the company . Then he shrieked and flew on the blasts of wind” .  

d      ’                            

These are the sort of things which I would say are Proper for the prophet to Consider and Distinguish . 

                                          

Ion: Thou are indeed saying what is true , O Socrates . 

                                      

Soc: And so are thou , O Ion , in saying these Distinctions are true . Come along then , and thou do as I ;  

                                                                            

just as I selected for you from both the Odyssey and from the Iliad the Kinds of passages which belong  

e                                            

to the prophet and to the physician and the fisherman , so also , since you are also more acquainted  

                

with Homer than I am , O Ion , select for me the Kinds of passages which belong to the rhapsode , and  

                                                      

to the Art of the rhapsode , which is Proper for the rhapsode to Consider and Determine , beyond all  

               

other human beings . 

       

Ion: My reply is , O Socrates , all passages .  

            

Soc: You do not indeed mean all passages , O Ion . Or are you so inclined to forgetfulness (537a) ?   

                                                                   

And yet being inclined to forgetfulness is indeed not Proper for someone who is a rhapsode . 

                                                     

Ion: Surely then , what am I tending to forget ? 

                             

Soc: Do you not remember that you declared the Art of the rhapsode to be different from  
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the art of the charioteer? 

             

Ion: I remember .   

         . 

Soc: Is it not so then , that you agreed that since they were different , 

                                                      

then they would also Know different Functions ? 

                                    

Ion: Yes . ( .)        

Soc: So then by your own account , neither will the rhapsode nor the Art of the rhapsode Know 

                                                

everything indeed . 

            

Ion: Everything indeed , except perhaps , those kind of things , O Socrates .  

                                                                                       

Soc: Then , by except those kind of things , you mean nearly all of the Functions of the other Arts .  

b                                                            

Then what kinds of things will rhapsodes Know , seeing that they will not Know everything ? 

                                                                            

Ion: As far as I am concerned , that kind of thing which is proper for a man and a woman to say ,  

                                                                         

and the kind of thing which is proper for a freeman and the kind of thing which is proper for a slave ,  

                                                                                                    

and the kind of thing which is proper for a ruler and the kind of thing which is proper for a subject . 

                                                                                              

Soc: Do you mean the Kind of thing which is Proper for The Ruler of a storm-tossed ship at sea to say ?  

          ’                                     

That the rhapsode will know That better than the pilot ?  

                  

Ion: No ; but in this case indeed , the pilot will know better . 

                                          

Soc: Then what Kind of thing is Proper for The Ruler of a sick-person to say ? 

c ’                                             

Will the rhapsode know That better than the physician ?  

                     

Ion: Nor in this case .  

           . 

Soc: But you say that the rhapsode will know , the Kind of thing which is Proper for a slave to say ? 

         ’                                                                                                  

Ion: Yes .( .) 

Soc: What if the slave were an ox-herd ; do you mean that the rhapsode will know the Kind of thing   

                                                         

which is Proper to say to calm-down enraged bulls , but not the ox-herd ? 

                  ’      

Ion: Not at all . (  .) 

Soc: But the rhapsode will know the Kind of thing which is Proper for a spinning-woman to say  

       ’                                                             

about the working of wool ? 
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Ion: No . ( .) 

Soc: But the rhapsode will know the Kind of thing which is Proper for a general to say  

d ’                                                            

when encouraging his troops ? 

       

Ion: Yes , these are the kind of things which the rhapsode will know . 

                                                    

Soc: What now then ?  Is the Art of the rhapsode , the Art of the general ? 

                                           

Ion: Surely then I should indeed know the kind of thing which is proper for a general to say . 

                                                                    

Soc: Perhaps Ion , if you were also a general .  For if you happened to be a horseman as well as  

                                               

harpist ; then you would Know when horses were managed Well or ill . But if I were to ask you , 

                  ’    ’ ,   

“Then by which Art , O Ion , do you know whether horses are Well managed ?  Because you are a   

e                                

horseman or because you are a harpist” ? What would you answer me ? 

                                           

Ion: I would indeed reply, because I am a horseman . 

              ’                                        

Soc: Is it not so then , that if you were to Determine those who performed Well on the lyre , then  

                                                                  

you would agree , that you Determined this , by being a harpist , but not by being a horseman ? 

                 ’                 

Ion: Yes . (.) 

Soc: Then since you recognize/know military matters , do you recognize/know them by being a general ,    

                                            

or by being a Good rhapsode ? 

               

Ion: In no way does it appear to me at least , that they differ . 

                                                 

Soc: How can that be ? Do you mean that they differ in no way ? Do you mean that the Art   

                                                                   

of the rhapsode and the general are one , or two ?  

         

Ion: As far as I am concerned they appear to be one . 

                                                          

Soc: Accordingly then , whosoever is a Good rhapsode , this very person will also happen to be  

                                                            

a Good general ;   

      

Ion: Precisely , O Socrates . 

           

Soc: Is it also not so then , that whosoever happens to be a Good general , is also a Good rhapsode . 

                                  

Ion: This does not appear to be so in turn to me . 
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Soc: But the former certainly appears to be so to you ; that whosoever is indeed a Good rhapsode ,   

       ’                                                                    

         is also a Good general ? 

b       

Ion: Very much so . (  .) 

Soc: Is it not so then , that you are the best rhapsode of all the Hellenes ? 

                                       

Ion: By far indeed , O Socrates . 

                   

Soc: And are you also the best general of all the Hellenes , O Ion ? 

           H                       

Ion: Know it well , O Socrates , and this is indeed so from the lessons of Homer . 

                                        

Soc: Why ever then , in the Name of The Gods , O Ion , do you who are both , the best general and  

          ’                                

the best rhapsode of all the Hellenes , on the one hand , go about as a rhapsode to the Hellenes , when 

                                                        

you could go about as a general , but on the other hand , do not ? Or on the one hand , does it appear  

c                                         ’                                                            

to you that the Hellenes are in great need of a rhapsode crowned with his golden crown , whereas on    

                        

the other hand , they have no need of a general ? 

                                           

Ion: For on the one hand , O Socrates , my city is under the rule and generalship of your own city   

                                        

and have no need of a general . Thus your city and that of Sparta will not elect me as your general ,   

                 

for thou thinks that thou self  sufficient  . 

                   

Soc: O Good Ion , do you not know of Apollodoros the Cyzikenon ? 

             

Ion: Who is this person ? 

                

Soc: Someone who has often been chosen their own general by the Athenians even though he was  

d                                              

a foreigner . And Phanosthenes the Andrion , and Heraclides the Clazomenion , whom although they  

                     

were foreigners , the city appointed them to lead their armies and to other offices , by having shown  

                            

that they were worthy of their esteem .  But then they will not choose Ion the Ephesian as their general    

                           ’                    

and to honor him , if he were to prove himself worthy of their esteem ? Were not, on the one hand, the 

                                                                          

Ephesians originally Athenians ? And Ephesus is the lesser of no city ?  Whereas if  , on the one hand , 

                  

what thou says is True , that thou are able to praise Homer by Art and Knowledge , then on the other   

e                   

hand , you are dealing unjustly with me , by saying that you Know and would exhibit many beautiful 
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things about Homer , and so you are deceiving me and you are so far from exhibiting , the subjects about  

                                                                 

which you are Skilled , that you do not even care to explain what the nature of your Skill is , after my  

                                                                           

oft-repeated requests . But just as Proteus has numberless forms ; so do you turn in all kinds of ways ,   

   ’               

above and below , until at last you escaped from me in the form of a general , in order that you may not  

                                             

exhibit/demonstrate/show that you are Skilled in The Wisdom of Homer . Therefore ,on the one hand ,   

                                                      

if you are an Artist , just as I was just now saying , and you promised to make an exhibit about Homer  

                                                

only to deceive me , then you are unjust . Whereas on the other hand , just as I said about thee , if   

                                                                       

thou are not an Artist , but speak all these beautiful words of Homer by Divine Dispensation , without  

                                          

Knowing , but by being possessed by the poet , then you  are in no way unjust . Therefore , choose ,        

                                                     

which one dos thou wish to be considered by us , an unjust or Divine person ? 

                              

Ion: There is a vast difference , O Socrates , for it is by far nobler to be considered divine .  

                                      

Soc: Now then , as far as we are concerned , this Nobler designation ; belongs to thee , O Ion ,  

b                 ’                                       

to be a Divine and not an Artistic praiser of Homer .  
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